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We describe a method for the construction of orthogonal and biorthogonal
sets of functions which can be used for the expansion of functions satisfying

and related equations.

INTRODUCTION
a method for the construction of orthogonal and biorthogonal sets
IvEofdescribe
functions which can be used for the expansion of functions satisfying
f(i) ,LJ=~(u)s’n$“_‘a
il -00

&

and related equations.
I. THE EQUATION

Because of the relation
1 sin(u-_)a -_ 1 ?t

u - t

OeiCu-t)s&,

27t J -=

it is cIear from the standpoint of the Fourier-integral, that a function satisfying
f ( t ) =+lku) sinf_-t)! du
must be of the form
f(t) =~:q(a)Pda.

This has been proved by Titchmarsh”‘.
The series-expansions we obtain here for this equation, can therefore be applied
to functions of this form only.
The method for the construction of orthogonal sets of functions consists in
the following.
We expand eius in a series of orthonormal functions p,,(s) satisfying
(1 )

E. C. Titchmarsh, Introduction to the Theory of Fourier Integrals (London, Oxford Press, 1950) P. 349.
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(s) 9?n (S)~S=dnm,

e’“‘=~~.(s)S_:e’uY~.(v)dv,

and find by substitution
1 sin(u-l)a = 1
“i
”“c,(v)du.
2$+ i~ .~(s)diS_:ei
iT
u-t

In this way we obtain a kind of bilinear formula for the kernel of the integralequation.
Now it is easily seen that the functions

when we compute

a
”s
s_Oe pn(s)ds form an orthogonal set. For

we see that the functions are orthogonal.
When we use a set satisfying

we obtain a biorthogonal set.
We find

and
1 sin(u-t)a -ZR~~:e--i
_ 1
”~.(s)dsJ_:ei”“~.(V)Y(~)(II).
iT
u-t
Here again the biorthogonal property is a direct consequence of the orthogonality of the y,,(s).

We find therefore a kind of eigenfunction-solutions of the integral-equation.
Here we make some applications of this theory.
At first we make the choice
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and find that
1 a ei(t-$:-'s&
__J
2 -a
sin(t-?f )a
=
+“a”
=(_)._sinot
d-5
is a solution of

The normalization is found to be
sin’at
dt

J

01

-cG (Q!jq(yq

T h e n
we get

f o r

a n y

f u n c t i o n

w h i c h

c a n

b e

f(t) must satisfy

f(t) ,ljmf( u) sin(~_t)a&,
ii --ccI
therefore

and so we get
(Shannon’s Theorem).

e x p a n d e d

i n t o

a

s e

c,..:
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As a second example we take
@l(s) =

J

n+ 1 Pn(s)
2

and a=l.
Here we can make use of the well-known integral-representation
l
I-_Ie-

““P,(S)&

and obtain the well-known result
sin(u--t) _ H
~------~--_
(n+ ; )J&+l.,(U)Jn+l.&).
u-t

1/z.& n

The orthonormality-relation for these functions takes the form

s

_;J+l.2(t) &,(t)+in.: -

n++

The expansion-theorem takes the form
j-(t) =F (n+ g-’ 2J,+1 ,(t) /--M+w;;~.

To give an example of a biorthogonal system, we take the non-normalized
Gegenbauer-polymials G(s) satifying
‘s_:(l-s2) ’ zC;(s)C;(s)ds
>
7r I‘(n+Zv)
= nm
z2-‘(?z+Y)n! (T(Y))2 Here we can use the integral-representation
(-i)nr(zY)n! (
ln-Ly(u) =

qv
2

1

II+++ 4) r(n+zV) -r

e’““(l-s2)Y-l.2C::(S)dS,

and find
1 sin(u-t) = Z~~:~(y) z (,+,)i,Jn+,(u) _lc;(s)e’
“sds.
n

u-t

Here A$fy and jl C;(s)e-“Sds

X

n

uy

s

form a biorthogonal system.

The expansion-theorem takes the form

) eeiusds.
By making use of
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f(t) =Jj(a)e’“‘di

and the integral-representations
C&(s)

=-(-I-.~
1” J pCOS(tS)12.+,(i)t~-~dt;
2v-1r(Y)

0

C&+I(s)=&$,‘lr~

P

--l<y< ;, nil

sin(ts)~.+,+l(t)t’-‘dt;

-l< v<-$ nZ0

one can rewrite the last equation in the form

+

5#CO (2n+v+1)-Jf~v+1(t)
t

J0

“(f(u)-f-U))Jln+v+l(U)UY-ldU.

By making v=-f, we come back to the case of the Legendre-polynomials.
Another interesting special case arises for the Tschebichef -polynomials T, (s)
defined by
T?l(cosJ) =cos nr3
and satisfying the othonormality-relation

”.,.
J l*n(s)~,(~)-_ds---=~o
l-9 (2)
-1

-/

Here and in the following the symbol (2) stands for the number 2 when n>O
and for the number 1 when n= 0.
We can make use of the integral-representation
l(u) ==- J1eiv.~s)d&,
?t
-1
and find
1
-1 __sin(u--t) _-5.Z(2)i
”_UU) /--e-“%(s)&
A
u-t

Here the biorthogonal system is formed by _&(t) and K,(t).
K,,(t)=~:e-“‘T.(s) ds.

The normalization-integral can be computed in the usual way.

i..
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The expansion-theorem takes the form
f(t) =& g0 (z)i”K..(t)~:l;_f(u)Lodu
or

Here we consider the last expression a little further. We remember that f(t)
must be of the form

and compute

=27cS_:y(s)T.(s)ds.
The expansion takes the form

For an odd function f(t), the function I is also cdd and we get

Xn+~(t)
* E. C. Titchmarsh, Introduction to the Theory of Fourier Integrals (London, Oxford Press, 1950) p. 352.
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when it satisfies the integral equation
i’(t)=; Jrn[i!u+l) +f(u--t)] *Ck
and it is easily seen that
f(t) =s_:$O(a)eiW
with odd ~(a) satisfies this equation. For one finds with
f(t) =S_:y(a)e’Wa, $O(--a)=-y(a)
f’(t) =iJ_:ay(a)e’%I

in [f(u+f) +f(u-t)l~ch

1
2

J

=-1

s

20

m_Jl(“) duS_:p(a)[ei~“-f)~+ei!u-“nlda
24

= 2ii19(a) cos(l’a)da~msin(ua)J~(~) f
= 2i olap(a)cos(~a)~Cz
s
‘J 1
=2

o (v(a)e ““ da=f’( t).

Therefore the two expansions

= 2i

go (-)“12n~l(f)J_:L”(S)T*n+l(S)ds

and

should correspond to the same expansion.

That is really the case. For one has

with odd p(a)
~mf(21)h,-,(U)~~=~m~~~~~(~)~:~(a)eiu~~a
=2.S_:P(a) duirn sin(m)_L-l(u) $

so that

__i F+T
(-)”

,
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Here we mention some_ properties of the functions K;,(t). They satisfy the
recurrence-relations
K‘,+*(f) +KLl(t) =2X;(t)
2 cost=Ki(t) --itK;(t)
sint=ZiKi(t) +$K;!t)
2 cost=(zn+l) (zn+3)K,L2(t)
- $ [(zn+3)~,-~(t)-(2r2+1)K2n~3(t)]; n==O, 1, 2,. . .
-2 sint=i Zn(2W+2)&~1(t)
- $2n+2)W) -2%&z-z(t)]; n=l, 2, 3, . . .
Further one has for them the differential equation

t2K=(t) +3X(t) + (t”- ( n2-1) )K‘,(f) ={~;;sf;n-.v~dd”n.
>

From this equation one obtains explicit expressions of the a(t)

In our next example, we consider an even function f(t).
In this case our equation takes the form
f(t)

=!~i~f(~) [._?fn;~tf)a_+%$?$]
=;

~k)d~~ =cos(ts)

du

cos(us)ds.

When we here expand cos(ts) in a series of orthogonal functions satisfying
,$(s)~&)ds=L,z,
/
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we obtain

and can easily show the orthogonality of these functions,
Jkjp%b) cos(ls)ds~ap,(v) cos tva!v
=~=~.(S)ds~= p,(v)dv~mcos(tsJ cos(tv)dt
$%z(U)~(S--u)~~

and the equation takes the form
f(t) =~~Pf(U)dUqpn!S)

cos(%s)ds~ap.o

cos(tu)dv

so that
O”COn(sJ cos(ts)ds
s
is a solution of this equation.
We consider as an example the functions ~~(.s)=cos 1,s where the Xs are
the positive roots of
R tg Ra=a
with a constant a
One finds then
$[ sinr;!)a + sinr+;t)a I
-

=zz Zcos La cos tact tg ta-a) +os us cos Lsds
/
acl+ sin %,a
7z
”2R,a 1 (t

xJ

and

f(t)

=-yz 2~0sa(l+R,a sincos2R,a2Lata(t tg ta-a) f(uMu

ia cosus cos 1,s ds.

1 (t”-zd

The integral over u is clearly

f(L) and the result can be written in the form

For an odd function f(t), we find in a quite similar way,

FUIc’CTIONS
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= >l*f(u)dul’sin ts sin us dc
When we here expand in a series of functions sin ,&, where the rlln’s are the
positive roots of
with a constant B, we find
f(t) =

2c f(&sinfl4_ P-t ctg tasin ta
u n 1 _ sm2/11a_ mmtT
2,w

Here the functions
8-t Ctg ta sin

ta

t”--,LL;

form an orthogonal set.
II. A REMARK REGARDING SHANNON’S THEOREM

Because Shannon ’s theorem represents the function f(t) for t = -E, even when
a
f(t) does not satify
f( t ) = +-lzf( u) Sin (fAt)adu

we may expect that the function is approximated in some meanning by Shannon’s
formula. To see what happens in such a case. we take as an example the function

f(t)=e-al:l

and obtain by substitution in Shannon’s formula
s(t) =

z’,.~_e-~~~i$_:ei!~-j~‘ds
e-’ t ;go( 2)~“%osn&s ds.

Here the sum can easily be computed and we obtain
&flq+&)
2E
1+e-“~-2e-d%cos s

ds

Here we introduce the variable z=eis and find

The contour is the unit-circle in the complex z-plane, is however not closed
in general. When we want to compute the integral with Cauchy ’s theorem, we
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have to add to the contour a loop enclosing the negative real axis ‘in the complex
z-plane.
Then we find
sinalti
s(t)~e-~'~'+L

n J

1

(e’,“_e-“; )r+

t

--ay.

0

l+Z(eFa+e- Za)r+r2

The additional term vanishes identically only for a=0 and in this case the
function satisfies the integral equation. In general the expansion oscillates about
the smooth curve f(t) =e-““’ and cuts it only for the values t= nF. In the limit
a
a-+-, the additional term approaches the value zero and then we have to do with
the Fourier-integral.
III. THE EQUATION

=~muf(u)du~lsX(ts)/,(us)a~

f(t)

In the case of the Hankel integral theorem, we find quite similar relations.
The equation corresponding to that considered above is here

f(t)

=~muf(u)au~ls/;(ts)~(us)a~

Here it is clear that f(t) should be of the fcrm
f(t) =Jl+)L(ta)du
and a simple computation confirms this statement.
For the computation of the kernel, we can use the well-known formula.

/;+1(z)
L(z)

=_&C
9~

~~

1

z2- jf,

where the jn’s are the pcsiti.ve roots of
L(z)

0

's_rv(S24)_mt)as
‘L(i)‘’s
’j

.
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Now we compute

Thus we find the othonormality-relation
cn
tJ,T(t)dt _= G,,,,,
J0 (ji-P) (jk-P)
aj: *
The integral-equation takes therefore the form

Because of

f(t) =~~~~~(u)du~‘sJ”(us)J”(ts)ds,
the last equation can be written in the form

jnJv (t)
____ J”ufu)dul’s~~ (USI J” (FAILS
(ii--t’)Jv++l(jn) 0
=2C~fii.)Jv(t)
Jv+,(jn) (ji-t2)-’

f(t) = 2c

and that is essentially Takizawa’s* result.
Instead of using the functions J, (ins) where the j,,‘s are the positive zeros
of _L (z), we can, if we like, also use the functions Jv(Rns) where the L’S are the
positive roots of
M;‘(A~) +hJv(la) =O.
The resulting formula takes the form

Here the functions

tJ,I:at) +h_L(at)
-_
/I:-- t2
form an orthogonal set which can be shown quite generally in the following way
* E. I. Takizawa, Keiko Kobayasi and Jenn-Lin Hwang, Chinese J. Phys. 5, 21, (1967).
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In the kernel

J0 =sJy (us)L. (fs)ds
we expand /; (us)

in a series of orthogonal functions Y%(S) satisfying

then we get

J0 3” (USM (is)ds

=

J0 =r(s)q.b)dsMs

For Y(S) =s, we obtain an orthogonal set.
Our theory leads to simple relations, when we use for the expansion of the
Bessel functions the Jakobi-polynomials,
F,(Y+l, Y+l, s)=F(--n, n+lJ+l, Y+l, s ) .
They satisfy the differential equation

and the orthonormality-relation

J0

ls’F,(V+l, y-l-1, s) F,(Ys-1. ~+l, s)ds

n!r(p+l) - 2 6,,
= [ r(n+Y+l)
2?z+u+1 .
We use these functions in the following way.

expand s-5

In the interval O,CsCl, we

Jv (t v’s) in a series of these functions,

s-~J”(t,~~s)=~:a,F,(Y+l, v+l, s),
and obtain

For the computation of the remaining integral, we use the Weber-Schafheitlin
formula*,
* G. N. Watson, l‘neory 01 Bessel Functions (Cambridge; at the University Press, 1944) p. 401.

:,
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somJ2.-v4m~tM~
=

i

”r(n+v+l)
sn!r(Y+l)

F,(v+l, v+1, s2); SC,1

0
; s>l,
and obtain by the Hankel inversion formula
r(n+V+l)
1 s”+lF,(y+l, Vfl, 9) /;(is)ds
n!r(V+l) s0
= li‘zn~“cl(t)

t

.

This we can write in the form
T(n+2/+1)
1 s”]“(
”
t/
n!T(LJ+l) s0

s) F,(Y$.l, y+1, s)ds

=+‘“+1~t).~
t
Thus we get

and find from the orthogonality of F’,(v+l, y+l, S)
p(ts) /,(usw~=+/hi s) li(ud s)ds

Furthermore our here developed theory guarantees the orthogonality of the
functions
JBl+“+I(t)
t

in the region O<t< 00 with the density function t.
We have

This is another form of the Weber-Schafheitlin integral.
Therefore it is clear that the equation
f(i) =J-uf(zQL (ts)/, (us)ds
has the solutions
f(t) = Jzn+.+l(t) ; n=O 1 2
f , T...,
t

and we can expect that any solution of the equation can be expanded in the form

